
Wreck and Rescue 
  

Beech Class and Willow Class  Autumn 2017        Please follow and feel free to comment on Twitter  @BeechTroon  @WillowTroon                 

Topic Experience 

 Visit to/from the RNLI                          
Visit to National Maritime Museum - 
Wreck and Rescue workshop. 

Maths 

Number and Place Value           
Number - addition and subtraction     
Number – multiplication and division        
Number - fractions                     
Measurement                                   
Geometry – property of shapes       
Geometry – position and direction  

Computing 

Create an animation using a paint program                                          
Understand what algorithms are and how   
inputs affect programs            
Ongoing skills development focus: keyboard 
skills/iPad skills                                           
How to stay safe online                                                                

English 

Read Write Inc phonics,                                  
Spelling rules including common exception words, 
VCOP activities,                                                  
Writing stories, poetry, explanation and               
instructions  linked to topic work.                                             
Texts: ‘The lighthouse Keepers Lunch’ series,     
Harry and the Jaggedy Daggers by Jan Fearnley 

R.E.  

What does it mean to be a Christian?   
Explore why churches are special places 
for Christians.                                         
How is God viewed by the Christian 
faith?                                                  
How is Cornwall a spiritual place?                  

What does it mean to be a Hindu?      
Let’s celebrate! Harvest, Diwali and 
Christmas 

Science 

Identify different trees, plants, birds,    
animals and insects                                
Identify and explore the properties of    
different materials.                                   
Learning about lifecycles (chickens) and 
our bodies.                                                      
Exploring the different food groups      
What is a balanced diet?                        
Why we need to exercise and keep clean? 

PHSE   

R-time activities 

SEAL: New beginnings - belonging  

Getting on and falling out  

Values – Respect and Kindness 

DT 

 Design and build a lighthouse 

Art  

Transient Art with Nature                         
Explore different printing techniques              
Explore different seascapes by John Dyer 

Music  

 Using our voices and playing to a steady beat 

P.E. 

 Football and Gymnastics 

   History 

 Wreck and Rescue – finding out about 
the technologies used in the rescue 
of people from the sea over time and 
some of the major wrecks that have 
happened on the Cornish coast.  

Geography  

 Use simple compass directions                      
Using maps and aerial photographs to 
locate human and physical landmarks.                                 
Make our own maps with keys 


